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Group - A
[Answer any two questionS from the following sets]

t. n) Point out why microwave network analysis is important. 2
b) Explain what does Z'1 correspond to in case of impedance matrix where i and j z

correspond to row and colurnn numbers of impedance matrix respectively.
c) Explain why Microwave networks are generally considered to be lossless. Point 3

out when microwave networks become reciprocal.
d) Determine the ABCD parameters for the following two port networl< of Fig. l: 3

2. a)
l))
c)

3. a)

b)

4. a)
b)

c)

Define: Insertion loss, Bandwidth, Ripple and show them in a figure. 3
What is Radiation pattern? Define directivity and gain. l+3
A rectangular cavity resonator has dimensions of a: 6 cm, b:3 cm and d: lZ cm. 3
Compute the resonant frequency of the dominant mode for an air filled cavity
(e:1.00059) and the resonant frequency of'TM121 mode for dielectric- filled cavity
et:2'8

Differentiate between the resonant frequency of a rectangular waveguide and a 3
rectangular cavity.
A rectangular cavity resonator has dimensions a:3cm, b:6crn and c=9cm. If it is 5
filled with polyethylene (e :2.5eo), find the resonant frequencies of the first five
lower order modes.

Determine the dominant modes of a cavity resonator for a>b>c, where a, b and c 2

corresponds to lengths of each side of the iaVlty.

Group - B
[Answer any three questions from the following sets]

Briefly expiain the operation of a Microwave Isolator. 3

Sumrnarize tlie properties of a directional coupler. Explain Coupling Factor, 4
Directivity, Isolation and Insertion loss of a directional coupler

i

Fig. I



c)

5. a)

b)

c)

6. a)

b)

c)

7. a)

b)

c)

Briefly explain the operation of a Rat Race Jundion with proper figure' 3

What are the benefits of having more cavities in case of Klystron amplifier? How 1+3

do". t*o-.uuity Klystron u*p[fi", operate? Explain with schematic diagram'

How does the r"ti"* klystron amplify signals? Justify your answer with 3

appropriate diagram.
d.pi"i the veliity and current modulation that takes place in klystron amplifier 3

with diagram.

Differentiate between IMPATT diode and TRAPA'|T diode with respect to 3

operalion and liequency ol' operation'

Justity, rnathernatically, how legative resistance can ensLlre amplification and 4

oscillation of a RF signal.

e*ptain the operation"ola GLrnn diode in forward bias condition brielly' 3

Explain horv oapacitance olthe Junction lowers in PIN diode witll respect to I'}N 2

cliode.
Dillercntiate between Microwave Filter design and Low Frequency Filter design. 4

Discuss the irnportance of Richard's Transformatiorr and Kuorda's Identity in

dcsignin g rnicrdwave fi lters.

Design a low-pass, thircl-order, maximally flat filter u_slng only shr'rnt stubs- The 4

cutoif fi.eq,cncy is tt GIJz a'cl the in-rpedance is 50Q. (Use gl : l,g2:2,93-'l,
s4: 1)


